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Ontology Summit 2012 Next Steps

• Next virtual session: January 19, 2012
  – Session-02 "Ontology for Big Systems: What's In Scope?“
  – After tomorrow’s Organizing Committee meeting, we will have more focus on what we will tackle
• We will likely have a session at the same time every Thursday: please mark your calendars
• Over the course of the Ontology Summit:
  – Session co-chairs will provide presentation guidance to their session panelists and discussion leadership
  – Track champions will provide discussion guidance and moderate and synthesize the discourse, and reduce the results into a contribution to the Communique
  – Communique lead editors will facilitate the inclusion of the contributions of the track champions and write the Communique
Next Steps (continued)

• Ontology Summit Chairs, Organizing Committee, and Advisory Committee members:
  – Will assist Session and Track Champions, Communique Co-editors
  – In the structure of the sessions and tracks, and the inclusion of the results into the Communique
  – The Ontology Summit 2012 Communique will be published subsequently by the Journal of Applied Ontology

• Your next steps:
  – Actively contribute to the list, to the wiki, and come to the sessions!